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Comment
In his presentation to the 400 or so
delegates to this years BSRIA Briefing,
Rewewables – Tilting at Windmills? Ken
Shuttleworth, founder of the
architectural practice Make Architects,
made a heartfelt plea for engineers to
stand up and be counted in the
sustainability debate.
“This is now your moment in time,”
he said. “You are now firmly on the
political agenda. But where are you
engineers? You’re like the invisible
men, hidden away.”
He’s right. Engineering the internal

environment is our skill-set, but cannot
be done in a subservient or
downstream role.
Ken also has a ‘ban the glass box’
agenda, that seeks to replace floor to
ceiling curtain walling with highly
insulated facades and windows that are
correctly sized for daylighting and
views out.
The building services profession
needs to develop a ‘zero carbon
footprint’ ambition that sits
comfortably beside this powerful and
challenging image.

Andrew Eastwell
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BSRIA e news
1

links
www.hm-treasury.gov.uk/media/8AC/F7/Executive_Summary.pdf
Previous editions of BSRIA e-news are available at: www.bsria.co.uk/goto/e-news

“Climate change is now a basis
for political and commercial
action” – John Gummer

Stern Report
Invest now, or pay the price later
Climate change is a reality
and cutting emissions must
be funded by one percent
of GDP by 2050. This is the
bald conclusion of Sir
Nicholas Stern, Head of the
Government Economics
Service and adviser to the
Government on the
economics of climate
change and development.
The report, The Economics
of Climate Change, argues that
the evidence for climate
change “leads to the simple
conclusion that that the
benefits of strong early
action considerably
outweigh the costs.”
Stern says that the effects
of unchecked climate
change will be severe:
“creating risks of major
disruption to economic and
social activity...on a scale
associated with the great
wars and the economic
depression.”
The report concludes that
4

tackling climate change is
“the pro-growth strategy for
the longer term...and can be
done in a way that does not
cap the aspirations for
growth of rich or poor
countries.”
Based on modelled
predictions that take into
account direct effects on
the environment and human
health, and the potential
scale for climate change, the
report states that the impacts
and risks are “equivalent to
around a 20 percent
reduction in consumption
per head, now and into the
future.”
Achieving deep cuts in
emissions to stabilise carbon
dioxide concentration at
500-550 ppm will be around
one percent of gross
domestic product by 2050,
“a level that is significant but
manageable,” says the report.
Speaking at the 2006
BSRIA Briefing, the

Conservative Party’s
spokesman on
environmental issues, John
Gummer, said: “The Stern
Report entirely answers the
claims of the scientists who
say that climate change will
have economic
consequences. We are in the
position now that climate
change is a basis for political
and commercial action,” he
added.
The Stern Review was
commissioned by the
chancellor Gordon Brown as
a contribution to assessing
the evidence and building
understanding of the
economics of climate
change.
The 27-page executive
summary can be
downloaded from www.hmtreasury.gov.uk/media/8AC/
F7/Executive_Summary.pdf.
● The Strategic Aviation
Special Interest Group
(SIAG) has called on the

Government to review its
policy on aviation in the
wake of the Stern Report.
In its paper The 2003
Aviation White Paper: Did the
Government Get it Right? the
Group argues that
Government has “seriously
under-estimated future
demand” for air travel.
The 60 local authorities
that make up the Group are
calling on Government to
conduct a “reality check”,
and to identify a sustainable
level of growth.
The SIAG believes that
sustainable growth could be
closer to two percent than
the current average growth
of around five percent per
annum.
The SIAG also believes
that fiscal or infrastructure
policies are needed to
impose a constraint on the
freedom to travel by air.
For a copy of the paper
go to www.sasig.org.
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THE MAIN RESEARCH RESULTS
Roderic
Bunn
Left: One of two massive press halls nearing completion for
News International at Broxborne near Enfield, Herts. The
87 000 m2 building required 13 000 tonnes of steelwork
and 50 000 m2 of concrete. When it comes on stream in
Autumn 2007, the printing works will house 12 colour
printing presses to produce The Sun, The Times, The Sunday
Times and the News Of The World.
BSRIA’s Construction Project Improvement section has
been advising main contractor Carillion and the project
team on lessons learned from site activities, and has also
produced a professional induction process.
The construction cost of £170 million will be exceeded
by the cost of the printing fit-out – estimated at £200
million. Architect: Burks Green, services consultant: DSSR.

Guidance aims to cut catering fire risk
New guidance covering
recommendations for the
fire risk
assessment of
catering extract
ventilation has
been published
by the Fire
Protection
Association.
Produced in
co-operation with
BSRIA and InFireS - the
research committee for the
insurance industry - the
guidance enables the

assessment of fire risks
posed by extract ventilation
in catering kitchens. It is
principally aimed at
the person responsible
for ensuring that such
an assessment is
performed.
The guidance will also
be useful for operators
of large kitchens who
may engage a consultant
to advise on the safe
performance of the
ventilation system.
“The new guidance aids

compliance with the
Regulatory Reform Order
which took effect from the
1 October,” said BSRIA’s
author Stephen Loyd. “All
workplaces have to do a fire
risk assessment, and this
publication will help
achieve the requirements.”
An electronic version of
RC44 Recommendations for
the Fire Risk Assessment of
Catering Extract Ventilation can
be downloaded from the
Members side of the BSRIA
Bookshop.

BSRIA begins air permeability research

Ben Cheeseman MSc MIMechE

Ben Cheeseman, a mechanical
engineering graduate of
Imperial College, has joined
BSRIA to begin work on a
Knowledge Transfer
Partnership (KTP) project.
The joint project with
South Bank University will
study the air permeability of
concrete blocks with
reference to the effect they
have on the airtightness of
buildings.
The outcome of the

research will lead to a test
and certification scheme. This
will enable clients and
contractors to pick the best
block to achieve the air
tightness standards set out in
Part L of the Building
Regulations.
Ben will also be quantifying
the effects of poor or missing
insulation on building energy
efficency, using a combination
of thermography and U-value
measurements.

30 SECOND NEWS
CLM, a consortium comprising
CH2M Hill International, Laing
O’Rourke and Mace, has won the
competition to be delivery partner
for the 2012 Olympics.
Professor Ole Fanger, the
pioneer of thermal comfort and
indoor air quality assessment
methods, has died aged 72.
Shona Dunn has been appointed as
the new head of Building
Regulations at the Department for
Communities and Local
Government.
WR Refrigeration has acquired
the UK service and contracting
business of Hussmann Europe.
The Mid-Career College, the
provider of building services
education and CPD training in the
UK, has become part of the CIBSE.
An updated version of the
energy calculation software,
SBEM v1.2.a, has been released
and can be downloaded free
from www.ncm.bre.co.uk.
The BRE and the East of England
Development Agency (EEDA) have
revealed plans for a range of full
scale demonstration buildings that
will feature at the OFFSITE2007
exhibition and conference, 11-14
June 2007.
The Office of Government
Commerce is introducing a
reverse e-auction framework to
procure construction materials
for the education sector. The
Department For Education and
Skills will run the scheme.
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RENEWABLES
Tilting at windmills?

Do renewables make sense? Can engineers
stand up to architects? And can a bolt-on
approach to renewable technology really
reduce carbon dioxide emissions? The
2006 BSRIA Briefing delivered its verdict

“The most important renewable
solution is passive design. Surely...we
should be seeking to design out the
need for renewable technology in the
first place”
– David Strong

THINGS THEY SAID
“If a political party enters the next
general election without a policy
that is...very clear in its approach to
aviation, it will not be possible to
take that party seriously – John
Gummer
“Architecture’s solution [to
environmental design] was to
stick louvres over the outside
of completely glazed boxes,
and call it low energy. We all
know that is complete
nonsense” – Ken Shuttleworth
“The energy efficiency stuff is still
massive. If we took 20 percent out
of the lighting in retail outlets we’d
get enough energy back to power
Liverpool” – Keith Aughwane.
“We need to have a bigger
debate on centralised versus
decentralised power supplies”
– Neil Pennell

“I agree with Ken Shuttleworth
when he says engineers should
stand up to architects, but a little
bit of me wonders whether they’ll
just sack them and get another
who does as he’s told. But unto
thyself be true: there’s nothing
quite like marching out, knowing
that you’re right”
– Guest speaker, Dick Strawbridge

6

“Wind power,” said John
Gummer MP, “is not the
whole answer to climate
change. There is no silver
bullet.”
In his keynote speech to
the BSRIA Briefing, the
Conservative Party’s
chairman of the Quality of
Life Commission stressed
that wind power was only a
small part of the renewable
energy solution.
Gummer identified local
power generation as a
potential way of reducing
greenhouse gas emissions
and improving efficiency of
Britain’s generation capacity.
“In the next major
building phase, which will
be around 2010, we will
have to have the generation
which will be sufficiently
localised so we can benefit
from the heat as well as the
power.
“If we get power stations
up to 90 percent conversion
efficiency, then we could
effectively halve the
emissions.That will mean
siting power stations nearer
to areas of population,
which will require changes
in the planning regulations.

Death of the glass box
The architect of the Swiss
Re tower in London, Ken
Shuttleworth, called for “the
death of the glass box”, and
a new form of architecture
based on highly insulated,
solid facades with smaller
windows, located and sized
appropriately for daylighting
and views out.
“When you look at some
of the buildings we’ve been
building over the last 20
years, you think: what the
hell have we been doing?
All this glass, all the floor to
ceiling glazing - what have
we been playing at?
Shuttleworth’s ire over
high energy architecture
was also directed at services
designers, who, he said, were
the industry’s “invisible
men.”
“Where are you?” he
asked. “You seem to have an
inferiority complex; you get

biffed by the architects, and
give in too easily to the
requirements of the glass
box.
“This is your moment in
time” he added. “You could
be sophisticated
professionals, trying to save
the planet. You need to get
into communication more,
and start campaigning.”

The products market
BSRIA’s Andrew Giles
reported on BSRIA’s latest
intelligence on the market
for renewable energy
technologies. “It is a classic
emerging market,” he said,
“with loads of new
products.” The surprise
winner, said Giles, is likely to
be heat pumps.
“We are going to see
explosive growth to over a
million units by 2011, with
most of that growth in Asia”
said Giles. “As the European
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2006 Briefing report

THE MAIN RESEARCH
Roderic
BunnRESULTS

“What’s most important to Tesco is a
reduction in total energy consumption, and
reducing carbon footprint. We are not too
worried about where it comes from, much
more worried about getting it”
– Keith Aughwane
market may be 1䡠5 million,
the UK could easily be five
percent of that.”
Giles reported that, while
photovoltaics grew 55 percent
in 2005, the PV market is
likely to settle down to
around 12 percent per year.
However, solar thermal
systems will grow to around
10䡠5 million units by 2011.
Giles sounded a note of
caution about the growth of
renewable technologies.
“We hear that there is a
shortage of engineers with
the right level of
experience,” he said.

The property view
Land Securities’ project
engineering director Neil
Pennell explained the
difficulties faced by the
commercial property market.
“There are challenges in
using renewable
technologies, such as cost in

use issues” explained
Pennell. “Some technologies
are not well suited to baseload applications, and others
possess low-power density.
There are also issues with
reliability - with wind and
solar we are at the mercy of
the elements.”
Pennell expressed
concern at the way the
renewables component is
currently calculated.
“Renewables are often
counted differently by
regulators and planning
departments. There is a lot
of confusion” he said.
“There needs to be greater
consistency in the way
policy is applied.”

Renewables and retailing
Tesco’s engineering director
Keith Aughwane explained
how renewables – and
energy efficiency measures
generally – are helping the

retailer maintain its corporate
advantage.
Aughwane reported that
Tesco is investing £1 million
in renewable technology
with the aim of halving the
retailer’s energy
consumption by 2010.
Tesco is intending to
install 25 MW of wind
turbines, but only for stores
in locations where the mean
wind velocity is suitable.
“This is equivalent to 12
of our larger stores in terms
of electricity capacity,” said
Aughwane.
“We are also looking to
save 500 tonnes of CO2 per
store by using geothermal
heating and cooling, and trigeneration [chp and
absorption cooling].”
However,Aughwane
concluded by echoing the
worries about the skills base:
“We don’t yet have the
technician base in this
country to be sure that we
will be able to maintain it
[renewables technology] or
CO2-based refrigeration,” he
warned. “This is a very real
worry for me.”
A fuller Briefing report is available
via bsria.co.uk/2006briefing

“CHP, tri-generation and
ground-source heating
and cooling can make
significant contributions”
– Neil Pennell

“The challenge is to
convince property agents
that we do not need
fully-glazed office
buildings”
– Ken Shuttleworth
BSRIA
Delta t
the
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Kingsmead Pr
imar
Primar
imaryy School in Cheshire set out
le design. It cer
tainl
certainl
tainlyy has the
exemplar
sustainable
to be an ex
emplar of sustainab
renewable energy icons, but does the school teach us the right things?
Roderic Bunn investigates.
THE PROBE PROJECT
Post-occupancy Review Of
Buildings and their Engineering
(PROBE) was a research project
managed by Building Services Journal
(BSJ).
Design and construction details of
the Centre for Mathematical
Sciences were featured in the
October 2000 issue of BSJ, while the
PROBE report was covered in the
July 2002 edition. These surveys
covered Phase 1 and included an
occupant satisfaction survey on
Pavilion B, the first pavilion to be
completed.
Chris Parkin, a building services
engineer at Roger Preston &
Partners, carried out the latest
investigation as part of his MSc
dissertation. The PROBE
methodology was followed, applying
stage 2 of CIBSE’s TM22 Energy
Analysis Reporting Methodology and
the Building Use Studies occupant
satisfaction survey.
BSRIA Members can access all BSJ
building analyses and PROBE articles
via BSRIA’s on-line abstracting
service, IBSEDEX. PDF versions of
PROBE investigations can also be
downloaded from
www.usablebuildings.co.uk.
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T

he multi-building Centre for
Mathematical Sciences (CMS) was
completed in two phases between 2000
and 2003. Designed by architect Edward
Cullinen Architects with Roger Preston &
Partners as services consultant, the site
comprises six pavilions, a double pavilion, a
gatehouse and a library. Figure 1 shows the
layout and the phased construction.
A post-occupancy analysis of the CMS
development was carried out in 2002
under the PROBE project (see box). This
latest project revisit covers all pavilions and
includes a new occupant satisfaction
survey of the Phase 2 pavilions.

Design description and history
The CMS development pulled together
several mathematics, physics and statistics
departments on a greenfield site west of
Cambridge City centre. The site has a total
area of around 20 000 m2.
Six of the pavilions are very similar in
design. Each pavilion has a lift shaft in the
centre, surrounded by a spiral stair encased
in a concrete and glass block tower,
topped with a glazed lantern. Circular
corridors give access to largely cellular
offices around the perimeter. Lecture
theatres, common rooms and meeting
rooms are largely located in the basements.
Pavilion A at the centre of the CMS
development houses the large, barrelvaulted and grass-roofed cafeteria, along

Centre for

with some administration offices and the
main reception. Pavilion B is double-sized.
All the buildings are predominantly
naturally ventilated, although mechanical
ventilation with comfort cooling is
provided for lecture theatres, some inboard
rooms, and areas with high heat gains.
The phased development of the site led
to two separate building management
systems: a Siemens system for Phase 1 and a
Honeywell system for Phase 2.
The CMS development is a very
interesting example of advanced natural
ventilation, with automatic controls and
manual override for the opening windows
and vents, and internal blinds. The latter
meets planning requirements for controlling
light pollution to the neighbourhood, as
well as for controlling glare.

Results of the original PROBE survey
The PROBE researchers found that the
design strategy of exposed thermal mass,
solar shading, buoyancy driven single-sided
natural ventilation and night cooling was
essentially sound. However, it was not
possible to undertake a detailed energy
analysis, as departmental billing had not
been implemented at the time of the
PROBE survey.
Although an airtightness test of Pavilion
D returned a value of 19䡠03 m3/(h.m2), the
buildings were designed before airtightness
values were stipulated in the Building
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Library phase

Isaac
Newton
Building

Figure 1: The site
plan for the Centre
for Mathematical
Sciences.

Mathematical Sciences
Chris Parkin and Roderic Bunn revisit the Centre for Mathematical
Sciences at Cambridge University to find out how the campus
buildings have performed over the long term
Regulations.The planar glazing on the first
floor above the entrance from the
concourse was particularly leaky, along with
air leakage through the high-level
ventilation outlets, and at the sills and
reveals of the fixed corner windows.Very
significant air leakage occurred through
perforated steel panels enclosing services
risers. Airtightness was apparently improved
for the Phase 2 pavilions, although no
pressure tests were carried out.
The combination of automatic and
manual control of ventilation gave mixed
results. The overall approach proved sound,
but occupants reported irritating delays in
windows driving to new positions. In the
Phase 1 pavilions the occupant controls for
blinds and windows provided proved
unintuitive to use, and confusing for new
occupants.

The airhandling units are equipped with
run-around coils that pre-heat or pre-cool
the incoming air. A cooling coil provides
dehumidification and cooling, while a reheat coil deals with any supplementary
heating needs. Re-heat coils in multi-zone
supply ductwork systems allow for local
control of heating and cooling.
Unfortunately, it is not clear how the
system should be controlled. On the day
of the revisit, it was evident that incoming
fresh air at 17°C was being heated by a

BSRIA PROJECT REVISIT

Project revisit articles look at
notable buildings designed by BSRIA
Members and investigate their
performance over time. The
engineering services at the Centre
for Mathematical Sciences were
designed by building services
consulting engineer Roger Preston
& Partners. The architecture was
designed by Edward Cullinan
Architects.
A building worthy of a revisit is
either a construction project notable
for its contribution to design
innovation and sustainability, or a
project that demonstrates a stepchange in delivering improvement
through the supply chain.

The assessment of the Phase 2 pavilions
began in 2005, culminating in a new energy
and occupant survey in summer 2006.While
Chris Parkin concentrated his study on the
Phase 2 pavilions (F, G and H), feedback
was also obtained on the Phase 1 and Phase
1a buildings (see Figure 1).
The facilities team reported that some of
the pumps in Phase 1 had been retrofitted
with inverters to achieve the correct
operating point. In some cases, smaller
pumps were installed.

All photographs: ©Roderic Bunn/BSRIA

Performance four years on

Above: The popular cafeteria behind the entrance of the grass-covered Pavilion A. Six
years after occupation the Pavilions appear to have worn extremely well.
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THINGS THAT WORK

The lanterns for Phase 1 were built
in situ by a contractor
inexperienced with bespoke design.
Phase 2 pavilions benefitted from
more airtight detailing, particularly
around risers and the lanterns. The
latter were built on the ground and
then craned into position.
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Uncomfortable 1
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Temperature in winter: overall

Uncomfortable 1

7

Comfortable
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1

7

Satisfactory

Air in winter: overall

Unsatisfactory

1
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Lighting: overall

Unsatisfactory

1
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Satisfactory

Noise: overall

Unsatisfactory

1

7

Satisfactory

Comfort: overall

Unsatisfactory

1

7

Satisfactory

Design

Unsatisfactory

1

7

Satisfactory

Needs

Unsatisfactory

1

7

Satisfactory

Less healthy

1

7

More healthy

Poor

1

7

Good

Health (perceived)
Image to visitors

Productivity (perceived)

Decreased

-20%

+20%
0%

User controls for window and blinds
were vastly improved for the Phase
2 pavilions. Despite being a little
fiddly, they are ergonomic, clear in
intent, well labelled and give instant
feedback to the occupant.

AREAS OF CONCERN

Some run-around coils are running
inefficiently, wasting refrigeration
and pump energy. The fault lies in a
lack of control over when and how
to operate the heat recovery, and a
lack of facilities management time.

The symmetry of the site and the
centre-lined path lead visitors
directly to the fully-glazed main
entrance. However, the main door is
to the left, at ninety degrees to the
facade to prevent draughts when
people enter and leave. What
appear to be motorised doors are
actually sealed glass-panels. A
makeshift sign is needed to redirect
the spatially confused. Better path
design would alleviate the problem.

10

Increased

© Building Use Studies 2006

Figure 2: Building Use Studies carried out an occupant satisfaction survey in Pavilions F, G, and H at the Centre for
Mathematical Sciences. Green triangles represent mean values significantly better or higher than both the
benchmark and scale midpoint. Amber circles are mean values no different from benchmark. Red diamonds are
mean values worse or lower than benchmark and scale midpoint. Be careful to read the directions of the scales
and the scale labels. Benchmarks are represented by the white line through each variable.

run-around coil to 19䡠7°C, then cooled to
15䡠9°C and finally reheated by a duct reheat
coil to 21䡠4°C. The fault probably lies in the
setup of the cooling coil and its interaction
with the run-around coil, something that
requires closer investigation.
The quality of the operating and
maintenance manuals is regarded by the
facilities team as inadequate and incomplete.
As a consequence the facilities team do not
have strong grasp of how the systems are
supposed to work. Furthermore, the site’s
two bms systems are largely used for
faultfinding rather than energy management.
In the cellular offices, the manual
override controls for blinds and windows
demonstrate the importance of good
ergonomics. In Phase 1, the user controls
are not intuitive. The buttons were not
labelled by the controls supplier or installer,
and the occupants were forced to add their
own labelling with indelible markers.
In Phase 2, far more attention was paid to
usability. The controls are clear in purpose,
well labelled, and have red lights that give
immediate feedback.
However, conflict between the demands
of the central bms and the needs of the
occupants occurs in all pavilions. Weather
override is under the control of the bms,
which closes windows when it rains (and
opens and closes them for cooling).
Not only is there a delay in window
actuation, during which time rain can get in,
but also the bms can’t remember users’

preferences. For example, if an occupant
has opted to have the windows closed on a
hot day, and it rains, when it has finished
raining the bms will open the windows to
cool the room. Occupants have to reset
their window and blind positions – one
occupant reported that they have to do this
twice before the system settles down.
For a site with hundreds of windowopening motors and actuators, the system
has proved robust. However, in Pavilion A,
virtually every window motor has been
replaced since 2001. The new motors have
software that only drives the motors for a
certain period. This prevents the motors
trying to push the actuators beyond the
point of maximum window opening. For
the earlier motors, a pressure sensor would
sense that the window was fully open.
When those sensors failed, the motors
would continue to drive the actuators,
forcing gears to slip over the chains.
The lighting throughout the site is
under the control of a Philips ECS system.
Absence detection was employed in Phase
1 to cover for occupants failing to turn off
lights when they left work. As most
occupants of the (largely cellular) offices
do turn off their lights, it was decided not
to extend the absence detection system
into the Phase 2 pavilions. In any case,
absence detection proved to be a mild
irritation to seated occupants working for
longer than 20 minutes, as the system turns
off the lights.
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Lighting has significant out-of-hours use,
due to long working hours. When a person
enters a pavilion at night, all access routes
stay lit for security reasons. In Phase 2
pavilions (which have no passive infrared
detection) the lighting can stay on all night.

Right: A main lecture theatre. In some
of the seminar rooms, the use of
occupancy detection to link electric
lighting and mechanical ventilation
has been abandoned, as switching off
the lights for a projector presentation
also switched off the fans, accidentally
robbing the occupants of ventilation.

Energy performance
Pavilions F, G and H were subjected to an
energy assessment to stage 2 of the CIBSE
TM22 Energy Analysis Reporting Method.
Pavilion F is home to a COSMOS
supercomputer that runs 24 h/day. The
maximum load of the computer and its
accessories is around 36 kW, but there is no
sub-metering to verify its consumption.
Pavilion G houses boilers and pump sets.
Occupants’ computers are left running
overnight in all pavilions as a matter of IT
policy, primarily to perform campus-wide
mathematical calculations (that would
otherwise mean a much larger server) but
also to enable out-of-hours software
upgrades and maintenance.
Treated floor areas were estimated using
guidance from Energy Consumption Guide 19.
The averaged electricity consumption for
each of the three pavilions is estimated at
106 kWh/m2/y. As there are no established
energy benchmarks for the CMS type of
building, Chris Parkin created a set of
bespoke benchmarks based on the
proportions of the pavilions that were
either naturally ventilated or airconditioned (the latter estimated at 20
percent). Adjustments were also made for
longer operating hours, but at a reduced
2300 degree-days per year.
As a consequence, electricity use comes
in between the bespoke good practice
benchmark of 74 kWh/m2/y, and a typical
benchmark of 126 kWh/m2/y.
It was not possible to dis-aggregate the
gas consumption of the three pavilions
from that of an adjacent Ambient Flow
Facility building (AFF), as there is no submetering on the gas supplies or heat meters.
The gas consumption figure is therefore
based on the sum of the treated floor areas
of the pavilions and the AFF (5007 m2).
Correcting for degree days, the (estimated
average) gas consumption for each pavilion
is 155 kWh/m2/y – considerably higher
than the bespoke good practice benchmark
of 86 kWh/m2/y but below2 the typical
benchmark of 163 kWh/m /y.

Occupant survey results
In 2001, an occupant satisfaction survey was

carried out in Pavilion B – plus smaller
studies of Pavilions C and D. This revealed
that the occupants regarded the buildings as
comfortable. The responses were in the top
decile for overall comfort and air quality in
winter, lighting overall, comfort overall and
needs. Relatively low scores were for
temperature in summer, space at desks and
health perception.
In July 2006, an identical survey was
carried out in the three Phase 2 pavilions.
As in 2002, the Pavilions returned very
good scores for all criteria except air
temperature and air quality in summer
(Figure 2). The aggregated scores may be
adversely affected by the large proportion
of Pavilion B that has a high south-facing
component, and the well-known problems
with user controls and window opening.
July was also the warmest month since
records began in 1659. The maximum
temperature measured in Cambridge
University Botanical Gardens was 35䡠6°C on
the 19 July.This compares with the dry
bulb design condition of 28°C.

Conclusions
The CMS site is an extremely agreeable
place to work, and the site plan fosters a
strong sense of community. The buildings
have aged well, a consequence of a good
choice of building materials and high levels
of building services maintenance.
The building highlights the virtues of
good user controls and the importance of
proper operating and maintenance manuals
in order for the buildings to be operated in
line with the design intention. The lack of
heating and chilled water sub-metering,
absence of energy monitoring software, and
inability by the facilities staff to spend any
time on energy saving activities militates
against improvements in the site’s energy
efficiency. Despite these shortcomings, the
estimated energy consumption has bettered
what might be considered typical for
buildings of this kind. It would be
interesting to see how the site would
improve given sufficient time, effort and
metering technology.

PROJECT WHO’S WHO

Centre for Mathematical Sciences
assistant facilities manager Mick
Young experienced problems with
over-driven window actuators.
“We would hear windows clicking
as chains were slipping over the
cogs,” said Mick Young. “We’ve
resolved it, but we think it’s up to
the industry to solve those kind of
problems.”

Chris Parkin, Roger Preston &
Partners (designers of the
environmental services at CMS).
“In hindsight, it may have been
possible in the early stages of the
project, and with the co-operation
of CMS, to set up monitoring of
electricity consumption for different
electrical end uses. This would have
avoided the need for estimates and
would have produced more
accurate results.”
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Member

Site feedback
Sarah Cudmore

Communication skills
Communication between project managers and the site workforce needs
to be a two-way process. Without feedback, contractors won’t know that
their concerns have been acted upon, explains Sarah Cudmore

“A management
team must be seen
to react to
suggestions made by
its workforce”

I

f someone ignores you, you quickly stop
making the effort to talk to them. The
same is true of workforce suggestion
schemes: if there is no apparent response,
people stop using them.
Near Enfield, a new printing works for
News International is taking shape. Like
most large sites, the project uses a worker
suggestion scheme for improving site safety.
However, workers reported that there
was no apparent action from the
management team in response to repeated
reporting of safety issues relating to traffic
and pedestrian separation on the site. As a
result, the workers no longer had
confidence in the process.
BSRIA supported the site team in
increasing the visibility of their responses
to workers’ suggestions, placing feedback
boards around the site, telling individuals
what was being done as a result of their
suggestions, and publicly awarding
monthly prizes for the best suggestions.
The lesson learnt is that a management
team must be seen to react to suggestions
made by its workforce. This will maintain
vital lines of communication about site
improvements.

Key learning points
Feedback should be frequent and clear, and
cover the issue raised, when and by whom, who
is responsible for dealing with the issue, the
action taken (or not), and when done. The use
of different forums for giving feedback, in both
written and verbal forms, are recommended.

Feedback cards and their collection boxes offer a
means by which workers can express concerns.

Feedback boards can be placed in site canteens
and drying rooms to communicate recent issues
and actions by the project management team.

Who needs to know?
● All site personnel
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Introducing i con
3

can design get smart?
Industrialised, integrated, intelligent construction – that’s the aim of the i3con project: capturing
improvements from across the European Union and translating them into a form that could
revolutionise UK construction practice. David Churcher reveals all

“The project...will
investigate a range of
component and
process innovations,
and demonstrate
these on real
construction
projects. ”

A

lthough the UK has amassed much
in the energy consumption, workforce
experience in the use of off-site assembly,
productivity and carbon emissions of the
or the design of integrated building services built environment, as well as equipping the
components to simplify installation, or the
European construction industry to be
use of information
world-class.
technologies to
The project,
facilitate
which started in
communication
October 2006 and
within the project
which runs for 4
team, there is still
years, will
much that can be
investigate a range
learned from other
of component and
European countries.
process innovations,
The i3con project
and demonstrate
provides the
these on some real
opportunity for
construction
knowledge to be
projects.
BAA has aims to move 65 percent of its construction
shared between
The lessons will
work away from its airports by the use of prefabrication.
European countries
be captured in
in the pursuit of large scale improvements
handbooks, in industry-oriented training

Knowledge Transfer Network for the Modern Built Environment
BSRIA is also a founder partner in the newlyestablished Knowledge Transfer Network for
the Modern Built Environment (KTN).
The KTN’s vision is to intensify
technological innovation within the built
environment through improved knowledge
transfer. The focus is to encourage the
development of technologies likely to be
adopted in the next five to ten years, but with
specific emphasis on three market sectors:
offices, healthcare and infrastructure.
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This means that the KTN will need to listen
hard to the practitioners in these three sectors
to understand what they need so that they can
either procure or provide the built
environment that will deliver most value to all
concerned. It is likely that energy efficiency,
adaptability for changes in use, cost
effectiveness of operation and maintenance will
all feature in the lists of “I would like …”
where there is probability of technological
innovation providing a solution. In each sector,
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Research update
David Churcher

Left: Much of the output from the
i3con project will be electronic.
BSRIA has the responsibility for
managing the dissemination of the
project, including the website.
Information on the project can be
obtained at the initial website:
www.i3con.org

material and in new university courses that
will equip the designers and constructors
of the future. With our particular
experiences in supporting improvement in
construction processes and productivity on
site, as well as our reputation as a technical
publisher, BSRIA is engaged in seven of the
eleven technical work packages, and is
leader of the dissemination activities for
i3con. During the project, regular updates
will be posted to the project web-site
(www.i3con.org) and a newsletter will be
prepared and distributed every six months.
Interim results will also be presented at two
international conferences.
However, one of the first tasks of the
project is to collect a set of stakeholder
requirements – what do clients, designers,
contractors, occupiers and communities
want from the buildings of the future? 佡

Above: What the i3con project hopes to achieve: “A radical paradigm shift from isolated
resource and product-centric modules to integrated, value-adding building services solutions
for high-performance spaces.”

these needs are defined by practitioners,
focused through the lens of a small Sector
Board that can express the diversity of views
that is necessary for a holistic debate.
Once needs have been identified, the role of
the KTN changes to one of technology hunting.
At this stage it is impossible to say where our
hunts will take us – certainly to the UK’s
university sector, but not necessarily always to
architecture, building or construction
departments. We hope there is much to be
learnt from other faculties, be it electronics,

aerospace or industrial design. Hunts will
probably also go farther afield, to Europe, Asia,
North America.
After a range of possible technologies have
been brought back, a process of intelligent
selection again draws on the expertise of the
Sector Board, to identify those with most
potential for implementation. We don’t expect
all these choices to be unanimous. Some ideas
will appeal only to certain players from the
industry, and here the role of the KTN is to
佡
facilitate the one-to-one discussions that

Separated disciplines,
capacity provision

Networked
performance provision

Isolated, and
standalone smart
systems

On-site fittings

Isolated life-cycle
stages, and separately
operated systems

Integrated building
operating systems
and embedded
services
Prefabricated modules
and components

Virtual business model

Science and technology
innovations

Integrated business model

State of the art

Vision

Industrial
construction and
service provision of
high-performance
buildings and
spaces

Life-cycle optimising
controls and services

“The KTN will need
to listen hard to the
practitioners...to
understand what
they need”
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Right: The i3con
project will investigate
the time, cost and
quality virtues of
prefabricated modules
and components.

“The project’s
results should
deliver competitive
advantage for
designers,
contractors and
manufacturers”

For more information about
BSRIA’s role in the i3con project,
contact David Churcher at
david.churcher@bsria.co.uk, or visit
the project website www.i3con.org

The Knowledge Transfer Network
for the Modern Built Environment
is funded by DTI through the
Technology Programme. BSRIA’s
partners in the KTN are BRE,
CIRIA and Arup.
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These will then be used as metrics
against which to measure how successfully
the project delivers. Of course, the
requirements of UK stakeholders will be
combined with those from other partner
countries to give a Europe-wide view.
The project is co-ordinated by Dragados,
a major Spanish contractor based in
Madrid, and by VTT, the Technical
Research Centre of Finland. There are 24
further partners, of which four come from
the UK, including BSRIA.
With such a diverse project team, there
will be plenty of potential to learn from
countries ranging from the Mediterranean
to the Arctic, from the Atlantic to the
Bosphorus. As well as learning from each
other, and establishing contacts that can be
developed outside of the project, this
research aims to improve the performance

of the construction industries across
the European Union.
As such it will also be important for
the i3con to establish links with other
European research projects and
national initiatives, so that the project
takes as much advantage as it can from
work that has already been completed
or may be under investigation.This
co-ordination also forms part of the
dissemination work package for which
BSRIA is responsible.
The project sought to bring
together a mix of large and small
organisations, academic institutions
and commercial firms, with the
overriding aim that the project’s
results should deliver competitive
advantage for designers, contractors
and manufacturers.

enable these ideas to be developed further.
Other innovations will have broader appeal,
and here the KTN would act as the focus for
specific awareness-raising activities. In
particular, BSRIA will engage with and cooperate with existing networks and
associations with interests in the offices sector
and will welcome the opportunity to coordinate its activities with existing programmes
of work.
Within the three years of the KTN, we expect
to go round this loop of understanding needs,

hunting for suitable innovations, selecting
those with promise and brokering the followup activities a total of five times. So there will
also be the opportunity to refine and narrow
down in the later rounds, some ideas that will
have been looked at in the earlier days of the
KTN.
Within the KTN, BSRIA is the champion for
the offices sector. Interested organisations
are invited to contact David Churcher at
BSRIA for more information at
david.churcher@bsria.co.uk.
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Now available from
BSRIA
Design checks for public health systems

Design Checks for Public
Health Engineering
This new guide provides
practical design checks for
engineers designing public
health systems, such as
cold and hot water
storage, water treatment
and drainage systems

Find this and other titles at
www.bsria.co.uk/bookshop
You can also order securely 24 hours a day, and
sample before you buy!

BSRIA e news
links
www.bsria.co.uk/bookshop
1
joy.wallbanks@bsria.co.uk
2
theresa.kucharczyk@bsria.co.uk

Screen 1: After
logging into the
BSRIA Infonet, users
will be able to access
the BSRIA bookshop
and IBSEDEX
abstracts with a
single search.

Data at your fingertips
Big changes are afoot with BSRIA’s information services. January will usher in a new, easier to use online
bookshop and library loans service, all available from a single web page. Joy Wallbanks gives Members a
sneak preview

“The new service
will...make it much
easier to keep track
of purchases, free
downloads and
library loans”

F

or anyone wanting to buy a book,
download a free PDF, or borrow a British
Standard from the BSRIA library, life is
about to get a whole lot easier.
Over the last few months a major
overhaul of BSRIA’s information services
has been taking place. This will result in a
new online bookshop with much easier
and more powerful search tools, a simpler
ordering process, and a reliable and fast
method of secure payment. At the click of
a tab you will also be able to search
BSRIA’s abstracting database, IBSEDEX,
and borrow books, conference proceedings
and standards, all via a single checkout
basket.
The new service will also make it much
easier to keep track of purchases, free
downloads and library loans, as a personal

login process will enable the system to
remember who you are. This will enable
BSRIA to let you know about events you
may be interested in, outstanding loans
from the library, and to keep a record of
favourite searches. You will also be able to
view your account status.

Model Demonstration Project

Work, assembling the project team, duties of
the building services engineers and the design
process itelf.
The Model Demonstration Project guide also
contains detailed proformas for clients, design
teams and contractors to agree an allocation
of design activities and deliverables.

Produced to be used in conjunction with A
Practical Guide to HVAC Building Services
Calculations (BG 30/2003), this new guide
presents a detailed worked example of a
complete project, writes Graeme Owen.
Model Demonstration Project uses the
information in A Practical Guide to HVAC
Building Services Calculations in a project
scenario. It shows the steps required to
complete the calculations in the context of
a typical three-floor office building. It also
contains a useful overview of the building
process which includes the RIBA Plan of
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Using the BSRIA Infonet
After logging into the Member services side
of the BSRIA Infonet, using the Member
password and personal e-mail address, the
system takes users directly to a search
engine. Screen 1, above, shows the results of
a search for “cooling.”
Users will have the option to select
items available from the BSRIA bookshop
- either as free PDF downloads or guides
at the discount Member price (Screen 2).

The demonstration project
The demonstration project is based on a real
building to make the calculation process as
realistic as possible.
The project starts with a building
specification, followed by the calculations
made during outline and detailed proposals
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Guidance update
Joy Wallbanks
Screen 2: Once a
title has been
selected in the
bookshop, the
user can add the
book to a
shopping basket,
browse free
downloads, recent
releases and
software, and view
other publications
covering the same
subject.

Once a title has been selected for
purchase or download, the user can then
see if there are any books or standards
covering a particular topic in the library
loans area (Screen 3). If the user wants to
borrow a book, in this case on industrial
cooling towers, then the loan request can
be added to the basket, along with any
purchases.
The checkout and payment process for
the bookshop and IBSEDEX will be
combined in a single checkout service,
which we hope will make the use of the
BSRIA infonet so much easier.
BSRIA will be bench-testing the new
information service during December. If
you would like to take part in the user
trials, please contact myself, Joy Wallbanks1
or Theresa Kucharczyk2.
stages, and finally calculations made during final
proposals stage. The final section of the guide
works through typical calculations and
considerations of the final proposal.
The calculation methodology adopted for
each part of the design follows the structure
of A Practical Guide to HVAC Building Services
Calculations.
Model Demonstration Project (BG 1/2006) is
priced £60 (£30 for BSRIA Members). It is also
available in a set with A Practical Guide to HVAC
Building Services Calculations (BG30/2003), priced
£100 (£50 for BSRIA Members). Electronic
versions for local or global intranets are also
available.

Screen 3: BSRIA
Members will get
access to the
IBSEDEX
abstracting service
by simply clicking
on a separate tab.
Library loans can
be added to the
user’s shopping
basket.

Contact the BSRIA
Bookshop on 01344
465600 and by e-mail to
bookshop@bsria.co.uk,
or go to
www.bsria.co.uk/
bookshop
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BSRIA e news
links
1

e-mail library@bsria.co.uk
Get BSRIA e-news for library acquisitions

Gases, lamps and magnets
BSRIA’s Librarian Stephen Loyd shares the answers to the more
frequent technical enquiries from BSRIA’s consulting and contracting
membership

“The magnetic

strength found by
BSRIA to cause jitter
on computer
screens is 1.3 micro
Tesla”

Electrical system inspection rates
How frequently should electrical
installations be inspected and tested in
non-domestic buildings?
There is a table in IEE Guidance Note 3
Inspection and testing that gives recommended
frequencies of inspection.
Routine checks should be made
annually and are basically visual, looking for
damage, deterioration, signs of overheating,
missing parts, adequate labelling, and
operation of switches, and test buttons on
residual current devices.
The maximum period between
inspections and testing is three or five years
depending on building type. Recommended
tests are listed in Guidance Note 3, and
should be carried out by a competent
person.

Refrigerant leaks and boiler air
air
What guidance exists on the separation
of DX condensing units charged with
R407c refrigerant and an adjacent gasfired atmospheric boiler plant?
The concern in this case are the DX
condensing units located in a lightwell,
from which the combustion air for the
boilers is being drawn. If a refrigerant gas
leak occurs, then the gas could be sucked
through the grille and burnt.
There does not appear to be any
20

categorical guidance on this issue, other
than the over-arching risk assessment under
the Construction Design and Management
(CDM) Regulations.
R407c is an entirely safe, non-toxic and
non-combustible refrigerant. However, care
must be taken to ensure that the units are
in an area sufficiently large enough to avoid
an excessive concentration of refrigerant in
the unlikely event of a serious leak in the
system.
This means the maximum concentration
of refrigerant that can be dealt with
quickly and without damage to the person.
The maximum recommended system
charge for R407c is 0.31 kg/m3 of room
volume.

Magnetic water softeners
Do magnetic water softeners work on
pipework systems?
The answer is sometimes, depending on the
water chemistry.
There are two sorts of magnetic device,
one using permanent magnets and the
other using electromagnetic fields.
Magnetic water softening devices don't
soften the water as such but encourage the
precipitation of scale as particles rather than
as an impermeable layer on heat transfer
surfaces.
Unfortunately it is not possible to predict
where and when the devices will work. If a
manufacturer of such a device offers one
for a free trial, it may be worth a go.
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Technical answers
Stephen Loyd
Left: Building Ventilation - the state of the
art contains a collection of
contributions on advances in the key
areas of building ventilation, relevant to
all building types. The book includes
chapters on natural ventilation,
analytical methods and computing
tools, hygiene and energy, building
airtightness and building performance
indicators and targets. The book is
available for loan to Members from the
BSRIA library.

Criteria for noise risk assessments
Under what circumstances do I need to
conduct a noise risk assessment?
The Control of Noise at Work Regulations 2005,
require a risk assessment if an employee is
likely to be exposed to noise at or above 80
dB for more than six hours. If the probable
noise level is 85 dB, or 90 dB, then the risk
assessment will be required if the noise
persists for two hours, and for 45 minutes at
the higher level. The Regulations also
introduce a new daily exposure limit value
of 87 dB. Further information and guidance
will be found in the HSE document L108
Controlling Noise at Work.

The effects of magnetic fields
What are the recommended limits of a
magnetic field on people and equipment?
The potential effects of magnetic fields on
equipment and people will depend on the
distance from the source of the magnetic
field. The magnetic strength found by
BSRIA to cause jitter on computer screens
is 1.3 micro Tesla, although larger screens are
more susceptible than smaller screens.
For occupational exposure limits to mains
frequency fields, the World Health
Organisation sets a 500 micro Tesla limit. In
most cases it is usually easier to move
people and equipment further from the
source, than to move the source itself.

The Radiation Protection Division of the
Health Protection Agency can offer more
advice.Telephone 01235 831600. BSRIA
offers an on-site measurement and
reporting service for magnetic fields via
Graham Dudman on 01344 465 609.

Lux to Watts per square metre
Is there a rule of thumb relationship
between lux and Watts per square metre,
and if a lux level is known can this be
converted into Watts per square metre?
There is no direct relationship between the
two as it will depend on type of lamp, its
efficiency and location. Different lamps
perform differently at converting power to
illumination. However, the CIBSE Code for
Lighting gives an average installed power
density (in W/m2) for different lamp types
at three lux levels in commercial and other
similar applications (such as display lighting).
Lamp

Lux

W/m2

Fluorescent-triphosphor

300

7

500

11

750

17

300

8

500

14

750

21

300

11

500

18

750

27

Compact fluorescent

Metal halide

TECHNICAL NEWS
Ventilation for buildings – Design and
dimensioning of residential ventilation
systems
BSI, PD CEN/TR 14788:2006, 62pp.
This technical report specifies
recommendations for the
performance and design of
ventilation systems in single family,
multi-family and apartment type
dwellings during summer and winter.
Application of equipotential
bonding and earthing in buildings
with information technology
equipment
BSI, EN 50310:2006, 28pp.
For equipotential bonding inside
buildings in which information
technology equipment is going
to be installed. It contributes to
the standardisation of
information technology and coordinates with the prerequirements of the generic
installation conditions as
outlined in IEC 60364-5-548.
Thermal performance of buildings –
calculation of internal temperatures of a
room in summer without mechanical
cooling – simplified methods
BSI, EN ISO 13792:2005, 49pp.
Specifies the required input data for
simplified calculation methods for
determining the maximum, average
and minimum daily values of the
operative temperature of a room in
the warm period.
1
Standards and publications are
available on loan from the BSRIA
Information Centre

If you are a BSRIA Member and need
technical assistance, contact Stephen
Loyd on 01344 465521
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Available from
BSRIA
Electronic design guides for the
building services industry

Improve the efficiency and
accuracy of your company’s
design process
BSRIA now have several electronic
design tools available with either a
global licence (for use by all of
your company) or a local
licence for your personal
use.
Currently available are:
 The complete set of

Design Checks (also
available individually)


Practical Guide to HVAC
Building Services Calculations




Choosing Building Services

Rules of Thumb

A Design Framework for Building Services

Find these and other titles at
www.bsria.co.uk/bookshop
You can also order securely 24 hours a day, and
sample before you buy!

Time out
Mike Doig

Trainingupdate
In 2007, BSRIA will be maintaining and
developing its range of courses. Member
discounts will continue to be offered, and
indeed extended to offer Members even
greater savings. This will also apply to
company-dedicated, in-house courses.

Introduction to the Building
Regulations

To find out the dates of BSRIA’s 2007
courses visit the website at
www.bsria.co.uk/events, or contact the
events team at BSRIA on 01344 465527.

Understanding Part L and Part F

Introduction to Basic Electrical
Theory
This one-day course provides a practical
introduction to basic electrical theory and
will enable delegates to communicate more
effectively with specialists such as electrical
designers, consultants and contractors. It is
directly applicable to personnel without an
electrical background.

Whole-Life Costing (practical)
This one-day course is aimed at clients,
professional and contracting staff who need
to provide the input data for a whole-life
costing analysis, and for those whose job
includes the calculation of whole-life costs.

Whole-Life Costing (theory)
This one-day course illustrates the important
principles of whole-life costing. It is aimed
at building professionals such as designers,
building operators and facilities managers.

This one day seminar takes the delegate
through the Approved Documents, and
provides an overview of their content and
application.

In April 2006, major changes to the Building
Regulations and supporting Approved
Documents came into force. This course will
provide a greater understanding of how the
Regulations will work.

Introduction to Building
Services
This course provides an entry level to
electrical and mechanical services by
explaining the basic principles of the
equipment.

OTHER BSRIA EVENTS
In-house training
Most of BSRIA’s training courses
can be run in-house. An in-house
course offers the benefits of a
BSRIA trainer at your offices (or
selected location), on a date of your
choosing. Your delegates will suffer a
minimum of disruption and their
travel time and costs will be
minimised. Most important, the
course can be tailored to meet an
individual organisation's
requirements, and therefore
maximise the benefit to the
delegates.
Prices for an in-house course start
at £2000 plus VAT for BSRIA
members and £2200 plus VAT for
non-members.

Practical Energy Management
This course looks in overview at the
current Building Regulations, and outlines
how an organisation can undertake an
energy assessment of its business, conduct
an energy survey and implement an energy
and environmental policy.

Introduction to Dispute
Resolution
This course examines how to manage
contractual disputes and prevent them from
turning into formal contact. The course
covers many different dispute resolution
procedures.

Domestic Air Tightness Testing
and Accreditation

Supply Chain Management

This two-day course provides the theory
behind the need for testing as well as hands
on training. It culminates in a three-part
examination which, if passed, will enable
delegates to begin the process of BINDT
registration and certification.

Sub-contractors and suppliers account for
much of the cost associated with building
work. This course introduces four different
ways that can be used to manage suppliers
and sub-contractors in order to maximise
business benefit and minimise overheads.

Introduction to Common Forms
of Contract

Benchmarking and Customer
Feedback

The JCT 2005 editions of contract represent
a major overhaul of the JCT’s suite of
contracts and could make a substantial
contribution to the smooth running of the
construction industry.

This course will provide a greater
understanding of Key Performance
Indicators (KPIs) and the benefits that can
be achieved in using KPIs to benchmark
company performance.

BSRIA's conference facilities are available
for Members to hire at very competitive
rates. The main room is capable of seating
up to 50 delegates comfortably in theatre
style, and can be split into two smaller
rooms. The package can include the hire
of a pc projector, overhead projector and
flipchart. Catering is available on request.
To book contact Mike Doig on 01344
465532 or e-mail michael.doig@bsria.co.uk.
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BSRIA - the built environment
experts
BSRIA gives you confidence in design, added value
in manufacture, competitive advantage in
marketing, profitable construction, and efficient
buildings.

Whatever your
building services
requirement contact
BSRIA:
T: +44 (0)1344 465600
F: +44 (0)1344 465626
E:
bsria@bsria.co.uk
W:
www.bsria.co.uk

Old Bracknell Lane West,
Bracknell, Berkshire,
RG12 7AH, UK



Testing



Troubleshooting



Modelling



Information



Research



Training



Consultancy



Publications



Instrument hire, sales
and calibration



Market research and
intelligence

Membership is the foundation of BSRIA’s
expertise and independence

